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Abstract:  

Nowadays everything becomes digitalised and services provides by using via internet. Also we get main idea from reading IEEE 

papers and River boundaries extraction on SAR images is valuable for flood monitoring. Traditional methods usually failed in 

high relief areas. We proposed a river boundaries extraction method to conquer the difficulty to discriminate rivers from mountain 

shadows through fusing GIS information. . Therefore, the paper give effective method to extract river boundaries in mountain 

areas using SAR images. The results shows to remove the shadow of river image in mountain area accurate and to extract the 

edges of river effectively and correctly. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

The main goal of this system we can store our SAR images in 

database. We can access the one of the image from the 

database after that we are performing the operation like we 

first the convert the SAR image to grayscale image. After that 

the given the gray scale image convert to the thresholding 

image in this we can remove the shadow  and after  that we 

convert the thresholding image to erosion in this we can 

remove the unwanted part of the image. After that that we can 

convert the dilution for this we can apply the Gaussian bluer 

filter and after that applying lapalision and soluble for the edge 

finding and fret that we get the water land image. The we take 

the water land image and apply SVM classifier and after that 

we get final output of image. The potentiality of Synthetic 

Aperture Radar (SAR) Images for land cover mapping is an 

important area of research. For Single band, single polarized 

SAR Image, information is available in the form of Intensity 

and texture only. Land cover classification of SAR Images 

requires exploitation of spatial relationship of pixels also, in 

addition to pixel level segmentation. SAR image can be 

segmented successfully if the regions with homogeneous 

intensity and texture areas can be identified and grouped 

together. 

 

WHERE THEY ARE USED? :- 

During flood conditions path of river may be disturbed and 

water flows in local area which is not good, also it is very 

dangerous when water flows towards mountains it may cause 

sudden falling of mountains or any dangerous crash to their 

structures. With the suitable data from  our application we will 

try to control the risk upto certain level the data received will 

be useful  river monitoring and this application is used in 

weather forecasting and geo-scientist to monitor the river flow 

and if any risk is found they  intended those peoples who live 

in nearby to mountain hiils. 

 

Advantages of using this system include the following 

 To detect in any forecasting area 

 To take acquire data under weather condition 

 To monitor the evolution of water retreat during the 

days/weeks following  the event' with daily updates 

 

SYSTEM FEATURES:- 

 Take image from database 

 Extract blue channel band and normalize with respect 

to other channel  

 After preprocessing training data (Non river/river) is 

provided to SVM classifier  

 Train SVM and make trained model 

 Test image to be give to trained model after pre-

processing 

 Predict label river region  

 Find connected component and merge river region  

 Display segmented river with exact boundary 

detection  

 

II. RELATED WORK 

 

Analysis areas refining based on GIS information the 

registration was required to utilize vector maps. Because 

vector maps were only used to position rivers coarsely, a 

coarsely registration was enough. In general vector maps and 

SAR image products coded with geography information, so the 

position correspondence of vector maps and SAR images could 

established easily. Then the registration could be simply 

fulfilled with GIS software such as Arctic. For those data 

without geography information, a manual registration would be 

employed through selecting several control points. After the 

registration we converted the vector map to a binary image, 

and then the binary image was processed by the morphological 

dilation for several times. Consequently a line shape analysis 

area containing whole rivers was obtained. The level set SAR 

image segmentation without prior information Rivers on SAR 

images represents line shaped areas with low grey scale and 

variance. We utilized these characteristics to extract river 

boundaries. The speckle noise is another characteristic of SAR 

images, which made several image segmentation results 

contain several fractions. In order to obtain integral 

segmentation areas, we employed a statistical level set 

segmentation method. Many image segmentation methods 
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need several parameter settings, which added more difficulties 

for application. Also, different parameter settings sometimes 

obtained different results. In order to conquer these problems, 

we employed the statistical level set segmentation method 

without prior information. Post processing for segmentation 

results fusing GIS information Mountain shadows has the 

similar grey scale characteristics to rivers. So mountain 

shadows usually were also extracted by segmentation. 

 

Design and Implementation Constraints:- 

 The user must have computer 

 The user must have SAR images 

 The user must have images in database 

 

Assumptions and Dependencies:- 

 It is assumed that the if the user don’t have the 

application then he cannot perform the operation 

 The user without database cannot perform the 

operation 

 The database must have stored image that is SAR 

images 

 

III. PROPOSED WORK METHODOLOGY 

 

3.1.  Data Preparation 

Data preparation in this context means manipulation of data 

into a form suitable for further analysis and processing. It is a 

process that involves many different tasks and which cannot be 

fully automated. Many of the data preparation conduct are 

schedule, deadly and prolonged. It is the activity that ensures 

the accuracy of the data and their conversion from raw form to 

reduced and classified forms that are more appropriate for 

analysis. 

 

3.2. Water Index Classification 

The normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) is a 

natural graphical display that can be used to learning remote 

sensing magnitude, naturally but not basically from a space 

platform, and consider whether the aim being experimental 

contains live green plants or not. The modified NDWI 

(MNDWI) can increase release water characteristics while 

powerfully suppressing and so far remove built‐up land noise 

as well as undergrowth and earth noise. The enhanced water 

information using the NDWI is often mixed with built‐up land 

noise and the area of extracted water is thus overestimated. 

Consequently the MNDWI is additional appropriate for good-

looking and extract water in order for a water region with a 

background occupied by built‐up ground areas because of its 

advantage in reducing and even removing built‐up ground 

noise above the NDWI. Modification of Normalized 

Difference Water Index (NDWI) to increase free Water 

description in Remotely Sensed images. 

 

3.3. SVM Classification. 

In machine learning, support vector machines are supervised 

learning models with related learning algorithms that analyze 

data use for classification and regression analysis. Given a set 

of training examples, each marked as belonging to one or the 

other of two categories, an SVM training algorithm builds a 

model that assigns new examples to one class or the other, 

creation it a non-probabilistic binary linear classifier. An SVM 

model is a representation of the examples as points in space, 

mapped so that the examples of the separate categories are 

divided by a clear gap that is as wide as possible. New 

examples are then mapped into that similar space and predicted 

to fit in to a class based on which area of the space they go 

down. 

 

3.4 . Relaxation Labeling Process. 

Relaxation labelling has been useful to several trouble in 

computer vision, from edge detection to scene analysis on the 

basis of labelled scene apparatus. Early work on scene 

labelling of line drawings employed a discrete relaxation 

approach in which each scene component was assigned a set of 

possible interpretations, and inconsistent labellings were 

separate by investigative firstly label pairs on related segments, 

and by ensuring secondly that the locally defined consistencies 

could be simultaneous jointly in a permanent blocked path. 

 

3.5 Connected Component Process. 

Connected-component category is an algorithmic use of graph 

theory, where subarea of component are completely labeled 

base going on a agreed heuristic. Connected-component 

labeling is not to be confused with segmentation. When 

included interested in an image recognition organization or 

human-computer interaction boundary, connected component 

labeling can operate on a multiplicity of in sequence. 

 

IV. SYSTEM DESIGN 

 

4.1   SYSTEM ARCHIECTURE:-   

The main goal of development of this system we can store our 

SAR images in database. We can access the one of the image 

from the database after that we are performing the operation 

like we first the convert the SAR image to grayscale image. 

After that the given the gray scale image convert to the 

thresholdeing image in this we can remove the shadow  and 

after  that we convert the throsholding image to errogision in 

this we can remove the unwanted part of the image. After that 

that we can convert the dilution for this we can apply the 

Gaussian bluer filter and after that applying lapalision and 

soluble for the edge finding and fret that we get the water land 

image. The we take the water land image and apply SVM 

classifier and after that we get final output of image. 

 
Figure.1. System Architecture 

 

4.2. SVM (support vector machine) algorithm: It is a linear 

classifier:- 

Step 1: Finding linear reparability. 

            Linear classifier form:  f(x)=W 
>
X+b; 

 

Step 2: perception classifier, 

              Given linearly separable data x; labeled into two          

categories yi ={-1,1}; 

Find a weight vector W such that the discriminate function 

f(x)=W 
>  

Xi+b      separates the categories for i=1,2,....N. 
 

Step 3: Finding margin. 

              margin=W/||W||.(X+-X-)=W
>
(X+-X-)/||W||=2/||W|| 

 

Step 4: formulating SVM.   

        W
max

x  2/||W|| subject to, 

           W 
>  

Xi+b≥1     if yi=+1  

        W 
>  

Xi+b≤-1    if yi=+1   (for all i=1,2....N) 

OR 

min ||W||
2
 subject to,  yi(W 

>  
Xi+b)≥1 for all i=1,2....N 
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4.3   SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 

 

4.3.1 MODULE 1:- 

 

Running the desktop application and click on the browse 

button. 

 

 
 

4.3.2 MODULE 2:- 

 

In Main Page first six operations display on two columns and 

three rows and select the SAR image from file. 

 

 
 

Perform the six operation and click on the SVM button. 

 

 
 

4.3.3  MODULE 3:- 

 

Finally, we get the output effectively and correctly i.e. 

removing shadow and to extract the edges.  

 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

 

A river boundaries extraction method on SAR images in 

mountain areas was proposed. The proposed method fulfilled 

the river extraction correctly and effectively through fusing 

vector maps of rivers contained in GIS information. The 

difficulty to discriminate rivers from mountain shadows was 

conquered successfully. The proposed method has been 

applied to real SAR images with different resolution with 

satisfactory results, which validated our approach. Fusing 

vector maps to extract information from SAR images has 

several advantages. Vector maps are obtained more easily than 

DEM data and other remote sensing images. The requirement 

for registration precision is low. Vector maps have simple 

forms and could be processed easily. 
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